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FOREWORD
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In the summer of 2014, a wood flooring vendor visited CallisonRTKL’s New York office 
to host a lunch-and-learn. They shared their focus on responsible sourcing practices 
and sustainable forestry, alongside the material’s durability and timeless aesthetic. 
Many of their products could last installed for over 100 years. 

Through no flaw in the material itself, it likely wouldn’t make it that long. It was 
specified for a retail boutique that, by industry average, might last only a decade. 

If this material goes to landfill after 10 years -- less then 10% of its usable life span, 
it’s not only a waste of embodied carbon and labor, but also a valuable resource that 
would be wildly underutilized. Over the years, I’ve been mulling how the industry can 
change to ensure that beautiful, high-quality finishes like these don’t fall through the 
cracks. Where could they go? Where could they not go? What markets exist for them?

I found that I’m not alone.  From informal conversations with construction teams on 
site to questioning systemic issues at green building conferences, many others have 
similar anecdotes. More and more designers, contractors, clients, policymakers, and 
beyond are questioning the inherent wastefulness of current practices. 

We gathered diverse industry leaders representing a broad swath of perspectives and 
experiences. Leaders in specialty retail, sustainability, equitable development, and 
material reuse don’t often cross paths. This was a chance for a wide variety of experts 
to discuss how we might design new processes and systems to address building 
material waste.

It was a joy seeing the worlds collide and letting sparks fly. To everyone that joined us 
in the first CoLab, the candid conversation and valuable insights would not have been 
possible without your participation. We’re excited to share what we learned to keep 
building (and literally unbuilding) on this important dialogue!

Thank you,
Yarden Harari



Executive Summary

Construction and demolition debris from buildings represents over 100 million tons 
each year and more than 60% ends up in landfill.1 Processes are not yet established to 
recapture building products intact. 

High turnover in commercial interiors means that valuable materials are going to waste. 
To strategize around this complex issue, CallisonRTKL hosted a virtual CoLab workshop 
connecting a diverse group of over 60 industry experts in the Fall of 2020. The cross-discipline 
discussion focused on reducing waste in retail architecture. Traditional sustainability challenges 
of retail actually create prime starting points to map new pathways for existing materials. 

Participants included retailers, policymakers, contractors, materials management 
specialists, skills training and equitable development, technology platforms, and 
design professionals – enabling a 360-perspective and broad range of insights.

 
The dialogue uncovered opportunities for action across key themes:

 
• Connecting people and networks for collective knowledge and power 

 
• Redefining the rules and agreements that shape practices downstream 

 
• Countering the hurdles of cost and time through partnership and demand

 
• Leveraging innovative business models to fill supply chain gaps

 
• Planning ahead by design for disassembly in projects and process
 
Our teams are applying these findings to both existing spaces and future design. 
Collaborate with CallisonRTKL to advance deconstruction strategies, responsible 
sourcing, and reuse by design in the pursuit of zero waste retail. 
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Objective

The intent in sparking this discussion was to build a 
well-rounded view for how we can minimize waste 
in the construction, renovation, or decommissioning 
of existing retail spaces. There’s much we can learn 
from each other’s work and expertise across the built 
environment ecosystem. We worked together to map 
out new journeys for materials to take.

I think we’re in a really 
unique place in time... 
Some of the emerging 
interest is in embodied 
carbon and circularity and 
things like that, but also 
the fact that the drum is 
beating a little louder. It's 
hard to deny our impact... 
it's in our psyche -- it's in 
our day to day reality.
- Senior Green Building Coordinator, Deparment of Environment

“

”

Over the course of the CoLab, we aimed to uncover:

• What would zero waste look like in retail architecture? 

• How can access and redistribution of building materials support local 
communities?

• What are our respective roles in turning these ideas into reality?

• What new pathways and destinations can we imagine for building products to 
shape a more circular and accountable future?
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Around the world, billions of tons of materials are extracted or harvested 
each year. That rate has nearly tripled in the last five decades.2 Materials are 
mined or harvested, manufactured, and installed, often replacing existing 
materials that are removed and disposed.  The built environment claims 
nearly half of all global material stocks. As of 2019, only 9% of global 
materials flow back into use on an annual basis.3 The scale of the issue is 
somewhat hard to fathom. 

Where materials come from and where they go have direct physical and 
societal impacts. The lifecycle emissions associated with waste, materials 
and products contributed 42% to the U.S. greenhouse gas inventory as 
far back as 2006.4 The short life spans of commercial interiors mean that 
valuable and usable building materials are going to waste.

2.2 
billion tons

4.5 
years

estimated annual 
solid waste by 20256 

average lease lengths 
for mall retail tenants7 

101 
billion tons

global material 
extraction each year5 

For the job I’m on right now, I’d say 
everything is going to the landfill... we 
put it in dumpsters, they come, they put it 
in a dump truck, and we don’t see it again.
- Site Superintendent, General Contractor

“
”

Context
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https://www.cdrecycler.com/article/global-volume-construction-demolition-waste/
https://chainstoreage.com/real-estate/average-lease-lengths-drop-to-4-5-years-for-general-retail-in-malls#:~:text=A%20CoStar%20study%20found%20leases,an%20average%20of%205.6%20years
https://www.resourcepanel.org/reports/sustainable-trade-resources


Brands evolve to remain culturally relevant and 
competitively positioned. This plays out in built 
environments as much as the product itself. While 
that makes retail an exciting, action-packed field, 
it’s also resource-intensive and environmentally 
problematic. How can we harness these aspects to 
develop proactive practices that reconsider social 
and environmental impact?

Hypothesis

Many of the inherent sustainability challenges 
in retail architecture actually create prime 
opportunities for material reuse and redistribution:

Short life spans. Retail environments have predictable lease 
lengths. The same team members who built out a space might 
still be involved at its end of life. That enables planning ahead, 
before the design process and start of construction. 

Existing spaces. Most retail build outs are renovations rather 
than new ground-up construction. While a space may look 
completely different before and after, the underlying elements 
remain the same. This can allow for reuse directly on site.

Premium products. High-quality materials are valuable in 
themselves. Commercial-grade products are standardized, built 
for durability, and efficient assembly. It’s clear how these spaces 
come together and what components are inside.  

Small but many. Retail brands build with consistent concepts 
geographically dispersed across markets. What a team solves in 
one project can apply in another, even as local context changes 
some of the variables.

Long-term partnerships. Retail clients, consultants, contractors, 
and vendors often work on multiple projects together. Deeper 
ongoing relationships lets teams build streamlined collaboration 
at the program and portfolio scale.

Why Retail?
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What new pathways and 
destinations can we imagine 
to develop a more circular and 
accountable future?

What would we do with these 
building products if the landfill  
did not exist?

The industry is at an inflection point. Costs 
of materials are rising in procurement and 
disposal. Customer and public expectations 
are expanding on environmental and social 
responsibility. Jurisdictions are furthering 
ambitious plans to move the market toward 
decisive climate action.

Projects must already adhere to high percentages of construction and 
demolition waste diversion in several cities. Owners and architects 
often defer to contractors, but even they can’t see where many prime 
materials actually end up.  

Success means recapturing and redistributing all building components 
as resources and not waste. Establishing relationships between 
physical resources, skills, tools, and people creates the infrastructure to 
close these loops in practice.

Opportunity

?

x
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Architects and designers sit in the middle of the built 
environment ecosystem. We often facilitate from 
pre-lease and code compliance through construction 
administration to help bring projects to life. For 
the CoLab, we leveraged that position to convene a 
diverse range of experts that represented all stages 
of the design and construction process. 

Approach

Retail 
Brands (owners)
Speak to their business 
priorities and address 
restrictions of product 
ownership, brand identity, 
and intellectual property.  

Contractors & 
Builders
Coordinate the ins and 
outs of how stores come 
together and what is really 
viable on site.

Policy 
Professionals
Look at the overarching 
ecosystem to pinpoint 
relevant incentives and 
infrastructure that help 
move markets.

Resource 
Consultants
Specialize in materials and 
zero waste systems. Likely 
less familiar with nuances 
of retail architecture.

Deconstruction 
Specialists 
Understand complex 
deconstruction and 
material salvage logistics, 
mainly in residential.

Reuse Vendors  
& Resellers
Manage the challenges 
and opportunities in 
selling second use 
products. The primary 
experience is in localized, 
residential markets.

Design 
Professionals
Connect the dots of 
finish selection, details 
and specifications in 
documentation. They 
navigate between codes, 
clients, and construction.

Equity & Technology 
Connectors
Bridge current and future 
practice: educators for 
new career pathways, 
circularity startups, and 
non-profit organizations.

Material 
Manufacturers
Redefine the value chain 
with reclamation or end of 
life programs - can share 
hurdles and successes of 
these models, especially 
applying to retail spaces.

Each group brings unique insights about 
deconstruction and reuse in retail architecture:
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Participants were encouraged to speak 
candidly from their personal experience. 
By sharing, we can start to solve 
one another’s problems. With eight 
concurrent cross-discipline discussion 
groups, we covered a lot of ground.

We identified five key themes:

1. Relationships among people and networks are essential 

2. Rules & agreements define what is prioritized downstream

3. Hurdles of cost and time can be overcome to cultivate change 

4. Supply chain gaps reveal new business opportunities

5. Planning ahead lets us incorporate new processes by design
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01
IT’S NOT WHAT 
YOU KNOW, IT’S 
WHO YOU KNOW
People are behind every contract agreement, 
policy decision, design detail and material 
selection. There are people producing, installing, 
demolishing, hauling, sorting, and disposing 
materials – and in every place that materials pass 
through, leave from, or end up, there are people.
 

Connect the dots. Strengthen networks 
and relationships across communities to 
collectively change the systems in which we 
work. The people included will shape how the 
issue is addressed.

Communication matters. Changing how 
the industry treats materials is a behavioral 
challenge as much as a practical and logistical 
issue. Learn about what’s exciting to people 
and what triggers resistance.

All hands on deck. No one discipline or 
trade gets the full view. Invite legal teams, 
marketing, finance, and others who define 
or track broader organizational strategy. 
Collaboration across departments unlocks 
latent opportunities.  

There is no ‘away.’ Consider what’s beyond 
the typical project scope. Extraction, industrial 
sites, and landfills are disproportionately 
located near lower income communities and 
communities of color. Rethink sourcing and 
disposal decisions with social context in mind.

Empower the impacted. Those who bear the 
brunt of materials going to waste can also 
benefit when they’re kept intact.  More usable 
and local products in play opens up new job 
markets, expanding access to participate 
along with access to resources themselves.
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It’s a different mindset …when a client is 
renovating their own space and are on the 
hook for the stuff they put in it 10 years 
ago, as opposed to when they’re coming 
into a new space, whether it’s white box or 
existing tenant that was there... Who does 
the responsibility fall on, and who’s actually 
able to make that decision on where things 
should go and what to do with them?
- Senior Project Manager, Retail Brand

“

”
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02
SETTING THE 
GROUND RULES
Rules and agreements define the metrics of 
success and set the tone for what is prioritized. 
They either enable or inhibit better practices 
downstream and form the written guardrails for 
how teams engage. Scale ranges from overarching 
regional policy to project level specifications.
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Project-level Specifications 
Develop straightforward definitions and common language 
about what is expected in handling and redistributing existing 
materials. Ensure the intent is documented to get the full team 
aligned on both high-level goals and specific requirements.

Portfolio Procurement Contracts 
Procurement agreements with vendors often span multiple 
projects. Whether it’s back to the producer for closed loop 
solutions or onward to the community, owners and vendors can 
embed destinations and logistics through these contracts in 
advance.  

Brand Intellectual Property
Intellectual property legally binds brand identity to certain 
material finishes. The associated liability determines what 
materials can get redistributed and where they can show up. 
Place bounds around IP, whether by time, modificiation, or 
intended use to prevent functional and valuable products from 
premature obsolescence.

Industry Standards & Leases Agreements 
Tenant lease agreements bookend the scope of a retail project. 
They define expected conditions of the site, responsibilities and 
time allocated to managing existing elements, and diversion 
requirements for specific product types. Write these priorities in, 
otherwise the incoming fit-out will always take precedent.

Regional Policies & Ordinances 
Public policy is a powerful tool that’s quickly referenced 
when the industry seeks a force for change. Achieving and 
implementing it requires supportive infrastructure and is often 
a result of public opinion shift through iteration and feedback. In 
many ways, policy is the destination. It cannot succeed alone. It’s still so inexpensive to 

do the linear extraction, 
manufacture, install, 
demolish, dispose. You’re 
never going to find a pain 
point or discomfort that 
is going to counter that 
subsidized and artificially 
suppressed cost of doing 
business that way.
- C&D Debris Recovery Specialist, Deparment of Environment

“

”
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Changing a process will cost more and take 
time at first. Other factors create the demand 
or encouragement to overcome these barriers 
and help teams take on the unfamiliar.

If it’s the cool thing to do. We’ll change behaviors and ideas when 
it gives us a competitive edge.

If it’s been done before. Deconstruction and reuse should be within 
reach. Success stories and case studies show us how others have 
made it work.

If we have support. Between education and partnerships, knowing 
that we’re in this together can embolden us in making the first 
moves.

If we crawl before we walk. It’s okay to start small and change the definition of 
success incrementally. This prevents lapsing back to a comfort zone if we “fail.”

If it’s required. When there isn’t a choice, we figure out what needs to get done. 
Once they’re set, the rules and agreements we make direct us to work within 
these bounds.

If it’s planned for. When you anticipate something is going to be complicated 
and challenging, allocate the time and money in advance. That makes it easier to 
manage expectations and the risk in taking that on.

03
CREATING A
NEW DEFAULT
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04
ONE TEAM’S GAP 
IS ANOTHER’S 
OPPORTUNITY
Building products take up physical space. 
They’ll need to be dismantled, transported, 
stored, refinished or remanufactured, resold, 
redistributed and re-installed. Organizations 
are emerging to close the gaps between end 
of life in one installation and reuse in another. 
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I think there needs to be redundancy about 
where these materials go. Those options 
have to be simple to opt into when you’re 
getting rid of them. Trash is very easy. And 
so we have to have redundant options that 
are on the level of ease of just throwing 
something away.
- CEO, Technology Platform

“

”
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The Crafts-person
Rather than a new business model, this is a change in process. 
It reintroduces skilled labor and tradespeople to come in and 
“unbuild” the components they know best. 

The Loop-Closer
An “end-to-end” business, taking on the removal, resale, and re-
installation. By focusing on a particular product type, they build 
up quantity and consistency to support commercial supply 
chains. 

The Remanufacturer 
Reconstructs salvaged items to like-new conditions, or 
crafts new products entirely. By owning the production 
process, they can facilitate guarantees and warranties. 

Deconstruction and reuse require a variety of 
business models, both complementary and 
competitive. Some might be entirely new, while 
others are evolutions of what we know today.

Good for custom millwork!

Doors Unhinged applies this model 
Lighting (LED of course) came up as 
a product with high potential.

Brick+Board and NY City Slab 
both create custom and contract 
pieces from salvaged materials.

The Deconstruction Contractor  
Generalists in their ability to navigate all products in 
dismantling a space, this represents a model that all demolition 
subcontractors can become. 

Learn from players like Re-use 
Consulting or Madrone. 

The Aggregator 
When single projects aren’t able to meet the volume needed 
for manufacturer take-back programs, aggregator models can 
build up inventory of specific products to either coordinate with 
manufacturers or local resale. 

While there are not many in the 
market, these models can be pivotal 
in the success of EPR and take-back 
programs.

The Redistributor
The wholesale reseller can build capacity to source used 
materials with the same confidence as new. This is also an 
opportunity to desegregate materials, presenting new and 
second-life products side-by-side.

Bricks Inc. plays the role of both 
aggregator and redistributor, which 
are likely to go hand in hand.
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https://www.brickandboard.com/
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http://www.reuseconsulting.com/
http://www.reuseconsulting.com/
https://madronecr.com/
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The supply chain for 
construction materials 
is very complicated. So 
we need to be able to 
essentially recreate that, 
because we can’t necessarily 
rely on the existing supply 
chain to meet all the needs 
and to work with these types 
of materials. 
- Founder, Closed Loop Business

“

”

The Community Hub
Places that connect people in a space for skill-building, material 
storage, remanufacturing, community showroom and resale all 
in one. This model helps cultivate innovation and invites more 
people to explore as they build up expertise.

The Physical Marketplace
Reuse retailers are already found in nearly every major city, but 
usually focus on residential building materials. These can adapt 
to sell products for the commercial market if there is increased 
demand.

Second Use, Lifecycle Building 
Center, Construction Junction, 
Habitat ReStores and many more

Examples like the Evanston 
Rebuilding Warehouse and Reuse 
Innovation Centers are leaning into 
these aspirations. 

The Digital Platform
Connects the dots between physical inventory and online 
database. Facilitates asset visibility and streamlines 
management between supply and demand.

These virtual marketplaces include 
companies like Rheaply or Recapturit
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https://www.lifecyclebuildingcenter.org/
https://www.cjreuse.org/
https://www.habitat.org/restores
https://www.evanstonrebuildingwarehouse.org/
https://www.evanstonrebuildingwarehouse.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EK7JKlr-JvQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EK7JKlr-JvQ
https://rheaply.com/
https://www.recapturit.com/


05
WE’LL NEED A 
PLAN FOR THAT.
Last but not least, we come back to design. The 
CoLab discussions highlighted the importance of 
design and planning ahead. To make disassembly, 
deconstruction, redistribution and reuse possible, 
we don’t need to reinvent the wheel. There are 
many opportunities to harness existing processes.

Develop rubrics.  During standard site surveys, evaluate existing spaces for 
potential redistribution and reuse. Identify and prioritize products by considering:

• Will it be valuable or useful? 

• How easy is it to remove?

• How easy is it to handle or store? 

Normalize questions. Socialize ideas for end of life early on. Ask what happens 
to different elements and how things come apart. Curiosity may spark a future 
program or unlock new opportunities.

Leverage the details. Enabling disassembly comes down to how components 
are attached to each other and the structure. Design reversible (mechanically 
fastened) connections wherever possible, especially for unitized pieces.

Draw it in. Instead of demolition plans full of dashed lines, drawings can become 
information-rich distribution plans. Architects play an active role in handing off 
documents that spell out what’s inside and where existing materials can go.

Create shared roadmaps. With clear roles and responsibilities, develop an 
actionable plan that involves everyone. Include it in specifications and get 
stakeholder buy-in for commitment and collaboration.
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When was the last time everybody sat in a 
room or our design meeting and asked, how 
are we going to take this place apart in five 
years or 10 years? 
- Senior Director, General Contractor

“
”
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The time is ripe to embed material reuse and 
redistribution into our rules and infrastructure to 
create the new industry standard. The energy and 
passion in these discussions reinforce that there’s 
an entire field of people ready to take care of the 
valuable resources we encounter in our respective 
work. The CoLab workshop allows us to approach an 
issue that no discipline can solve alone.

We learned that:

1. We can’t “high-tech” our way out of this. Recycling and digital tools alone won’t  
save us. 

2. Excitement about business value and opportunity will drive success. Policy will  
guide, but not spark the change.

3. The groundwork is people work. Conversation and relationship-building are 
indispensable in shifting mindsets and behaviors.

Conclusion
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Team up with us to expand the conversation, 
prototype process, and better share resources across 
uses and communities.

CallisonRTKL’s interwoven research, performance-
driven design, and retail expertise converge to pursue 
zero waste retail. We can work with you to apply these 
insights on your projects and practice areas.

Existing Spaces. Recapture value and divert waste in upcoming renovations, closures, 
or relocations. We can coordinate salvage studies to plan a redistribution strategy and 
deconstruction management.

Future Design. Support maintenance, adaptability, and disassembly down the line. 
Engage with us in the design process for material assembly and detail audits. We’ll 
share responsible sourcing recommendations. 

Brand Standards. Facilitate best practices across your portfolio. We’ll evaluate 
procurement, lease language, or specifications to create templates and guides for 
sustainable material management.

Organizational Alignment. Build an internal coalition for advancing circular 
strategies. We can develop visioning sessions to engage stakeholders across 
departments and disciplines.

Internal Education. Raise awareness in your network – we can organize an interactive 
lunch and learn that brings this thinking to your current projects and teams.

What’s next

Yarden Harari | associate
Yarden.Harari@crtkl.com  |  T: 206.906.5269  |  C: 516.330.1962 

Let’s continue  
the conversation.
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In case you missed it, check out 
links in the supply chain section 
to connect with innovative 
businesses working in this space.

All For Reuse

Bay Area Deconstruction Working Group

Build Reuse

Building Product Ecosystems Map + Matrix 

Center For Zero Waste Design

Circle Economy

Ellen Macarthur Foundation

Healthy Materials Lab

King County GreenTools

NAACP Centering Equity in the Sustainable Building Sector

Urban Manufacturing Alliance

TRUE Zero Waste

endnotes
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   23/09/2016. 
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Imagine a more coordinated effort upfront, 
so that it becomes easier, and it doesn't 
become such a ridiculous cost at the end to 
go through with a fine tooth comb -- it was 
meant for that.
- Principal, CallisonRTKL

“

”
For some helpful resources and networks, see below:
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http://allforreuse.org/index.html
https://www.stopwaste.org/at-work/built-environment/construction-demolition-debris/bay-area-deconstruction-working-group
https://www.buildreuse.org/
https://www.buildingproductecosystems.org/regional-reuse-resources
https://www.centerforzerowastedesign.org/
https://www.circle-economy.com/
https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/
https://healthymaterialslab.org/tool-guides
https://kingcounty.gov/depts/dnrp/solid-waste/programs/green-building/construction-demolition/disassembly.aspx
https://www.naacp.org/climate-justice-resources/centering-equity-sustainable-building-sector/
https://www.urbanmfg.org/
https://true.gbci.org/


Yarden Harari  
AIA, NCARB, LEED AP (BD+C, ID+C, O+M) 
Yarden.Harari@crtkl.com

CallisonRTKL’s Yarden Harari specializes in 
sustainability and performance-driven design. 
Yarden’s mission is to broaden access and 
deepen strategies for the next generation 
of green design. With years of experience 
in specialty retail architecture for leading 
global brands, she has a keen grasp of the 
sustainability challenges faced by that sector. 
Her focus is on materials management and 
circular economy. She seeks to bring people 
together to identify new approaches to 
these complex issues. Yarden also leads the 
JUST label process for social justice and 
transparency benchmarking within CRTKL.


